Unipe wino mwensi
So, give me now of good black ink
na ya Shamu karatasi
and Syrian paper, fine and white
Na kalamu ya unyasi
From reeds, plucked at the marsh's brink
nipate kuyandikiya
a stylus cut, that

I may write...
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Swahili is the official language of DR-Congo, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, and spoken by more than 100 million people; yet there is a lack of resources for its historical study. This new publication offers fantastic research opportunities for anyone interested in the cultural and literary history of the Swahili language and the people of the East Africa coast.

Much of the material in this collection is in Arabic, and there is plenty of poetry written in northern Swahili dialects. There are also letters, stories, notes, essays on history and culture and drafts of published and unpublished books. These manuscripts are organised into seven distinctive groupings, named for the scholars who collected them.

Part 1 covers the collections of W E Taylor, William Hichens and Alice Werner in their entirety (81 manuscripts), and includes African aphorisms, Giryama proverbs, hymns in Swahili, Folk tales, Swahili verses, the Mombassa Chronicle, the Liyongo Saga, Hamziyya, the history of Pate, notes on language, and photographs.

The version of the Hamziyya featured in Part 1 is said to be the only copy of the Swahili Hamziyya in Europe, and the oldest Swahili manuscript in any collection. This epic Islamic poem tells the story of the Prophet Muhammad’s life. It was translated into Swahili by Sayyid Aidarus bin Athman Al Sheikh Ali in 1792.

Another notable manuscript is the Liyongo saga, dating back to the 12th century. It is an account of the life and works of Liongo Fumo wa Ba-Urui, prince, poet and warrior – a “dramatic account of heroism, wit and strength… believable and identifiable with contemporary socio-political set-up” (Makokha 2000).

Part 2 covers the Knappert, Miscellaneous and Yahya Ali Omar collections in their entirety (86 manuscripts), and also provides extensive coverage of the Allen and Whiteley collections (76 folders).

Online catalogue
No matter how specific your research enquiry, you won’t have to spend long searching through the documents. SOAS offer a detailed catalogue for the collection, which is available (and searchable) online and supplied in printed form with our publication.
You can view the catalogue in full at: www.swahilimanuscripts.soas.ac.uk

“These collections are the prime research resource for the writing of the cultural and literary history of Swahili language and culture, and more generally, about the history, literature and thought of the people of East Africa, coast and hinterland.”
Angelica Baschiera
Research Assistant, Swahili Manuscripts Cataloguing Project

Swahili Manuscripts from SOAS
Part 1: 21 reels • £1800 • Available
Part 2: 24 reels • £2200 • Early 2005
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Adam Matthew Publications

The Library at SOAS houses the largest collection of Swahili manuscripts in Britain.

This famous collection of manuscripts, dating from the 1790s to the 1970s, provides a rich resource for research on Eastern Africa. Our microfilm publication contains almost the entire archive.